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Calibration Check 1: RT Vir at 2.24 microns
Internal Consistency of IOTA-FLUOR Calibration













Best Fit: 12.39 mas Uniform Disk (Chi2/DOF = 1.8)
Calibration Check 2: W Hya at 2.24 microns
 Calibration Consistency Between IOTA and Keck













Keck Aperture Masking (Normalized to V(0)=1)
IOTA Result
Fit to Keck Data of a 43.8 mas Uniform Disk
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Image Reconstruction (Keck Data ONLY)
















Image Reconstruction (Keck Data + IOTA)
MEM Prior: Point Source 33 percent
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Image Reconstruction (Keck Data ONLY)













Image Reconstruction (Keck Data + IOTA)
MEM Prior: Point Source 28 percent
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